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Recent studies on aspect reveal that natural languages encode temporal 
boundaries of events syntactically (Slabakova 2001, Ramchand 2008, Travis 
2010). There are at least two syntactic projections related to aspect: a vP-internal 
or inner aspect projection and a vP-external or outer aspect projection. In this 
paper, I argue that the outer aspect projection encodes unboundedness of events. 
This analysis diverges from the existing analyses of outer aspect in that it views 
unboundedness, but not boundedness, as a truly syntactic notion. 

1. Two types of aspect 

For the past 50 years, research on aspect has resulted in a large body of 
literature (Vendler 1967, Comrie 1976, Dowty 1979, Dahl 1985, Tenny 1987, 
1992, Pustejovsky 1991, Travis 1994, 2005, 2010, Verkuyl 1989, 1993, 
Depraetere 1995, Smith 1997, Krifka 1989, 1998, Filip 1999, 2000, 2005, 
Slabakova 2001, Borer 2005, Ramchand 2008, Rothstein 2004 to name a few). 
Despite many insightful proposals, there is still considerable disagreement over 
how aspect should be analyzed. Recent studies, however, point to what is 
steadily becoming a generally-assumed claim, namely, that there are (at least) 
two types of aspect. On one hand, we have situation aspect – aspect that is 
concerned with inherent boundaries of events or the telic/atelic distinction. On 
the other hand, we have viewpoint aspect – aspect that is concerned with actual 
boundaries of events or the bounded/unbounded distinction (Verkuyl 1993, 
Depraetere 1995, Smith 1997, Slabakova 2001). 
 Following the insights of Hale and Keyser (1993), many researchers 
postulate a strong correlation between the semantics of event structure and the 
morpho-syntactic structure of verbal predicates (Travis 1994, 2005, 2010, 
Slabakova 2001, Borer 2005, Ramchand 2008). All currently existing syntactic 
analyses of aspect maintain that both types of aspect, situation and viewpoint, 
are encoded syntactically. While situation aspect is encoded by a vP-internal or 
simply inner aspect projection, viewpoint aspect is encoded by a vP-external or 
simply outer aspect projection, as demonstrated in (1): 1  

  

 

                                                           
* I would like to express my gratitude to the participants of the CLA conference for 
their questions and thoughtful remarks. All errors are mine.  
1  Following Slabakova (2001), Travis (2005) and Borer (2005), I assume that the inner 
AspP is sandwiched in between two VP shells and the outer AspP is situated right above 
vP. Note, however, that changing these positions would not undermine the conclusion 
that we will reach at the end of this paper, as long as one of them remains vP-internal and 
the other vP-external. 
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(1) TP 
     3                                                                                 
                    AspP   →  outer aspect  
                 3 

        Asp              vP    
                       3         

                                          AspP   →  inner aspect 
                                      3                                                      
                                   Asp           VP 
 

Slabakova (2001) claims that each AspP is associated with a binary feature. 
Specifically, the inner AspP is linked to the [±telic] feature and the outer AspP 
to the [±bounded] feature. This system accounts for a four-way division of 
dynamic verbal predicates into simple activities, simple accomplishments, 
progressive activities and progressive accomplishments, as shown in (2): 

 
(2) Bounded atelic events: SIMPLE ACTIVITIES, e.g., run, write letters, eat 

soup 
TP 

    3 
                 AspP  →  bounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
 [+bounded]    3 
                                     AspP   →  atelic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
[-telic] 

 
 
(3) Bounded telic events: SIMPLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, e.g., run a mile,             

write the letters, eat the sandwich  
TP 

    3 
                 AspP  →  bounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
 [+bounded]    3 
                                     AspP   →  telic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
[+telic] 
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(4) Unbounded atelic events: PROGRESSIVE ACTIVITIES, e.g., running, 
writing letters, eating soup 

TP 
    3 
                 AspP  →  unbounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
 [-bounded]    3 
      -ing                         AspP   →  atelic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
[-telic] 

 
 

(5) Unbounded telic events: PROGRESSIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, e.g., 
running a mile, writing the letters, eating the 
sandwich  

TP 
    3 
                 AspP  →  unbounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
[ -bounded]    3 
      -ing                         AspP   →  telic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
[+telic] 
                      

   Note that in (2)-(4), verbs that encode telic events contain an inner AspP 
associated with the [+telic] feature, while verbs that encode atelic events contain 
an inner AspP associated with the [-telic] feature. Likewise, verbs that encode 
bounded events contain an outer AspP filled with the [+bounded] feature and 
verbs that encode unbounded events contain an outer AspP filled with               
[-bounded] feature.  

Borer (2005), however, argues that only telicity, as opposed to atelicity, is 
encoded syntactically. If so, then simple and progressive activities in (2) and (4) 
should lack an inner AspP, whereas simple and progressive accomplishments in 
(3) and (5) should contain an inner AspP associated with the monovalent [telic] 
feature.  

In this paper, I will argue that, just like the inner AspP solely encodes telic 
events, so does the outer AspP exclusively encode unbounded events. This 
proposal has two implications, as far as phrase structure of dynamic verbal 
predicates is concerned. First, both simple activities and simple 
accomplishments in (2) and (3) should lack an outer AspP. Second, the outer 
AspP of progressive activities and progressive accomplishments in (4) and (5) 
should be associated with the monovalent [unbounded] feature.  

Having presented the analysis advocated in this paper, let us see why the 
previous analyses of outer aspect are problematic and in need of correction. 
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2. Problems with the previous syntactic analyses of outer aspect  

In this section, I will demonstrate that two important assumptions about outer 
aspect are in fact invalid.  
 First, let us inspect whether it is true that there is a semantic distinction 
between the [±telic] and [±bounded] features. This rather standard assumption is 
false. Thus, both the [+telic] and [+bounded] features encode events delimited 
in time, i.e., events that contain a final boundary in their temporal structure. 
Likewise, both the [-telic] and [-bounded] features encode events unlimited in 
time, i.e., events that lack a final boundary in their temporal structure. This 
observation is consistent with Verkuyl’s (1989) claim that inner and outer 
aspect encode the same aspectual information, but at different levels of clause 
structure. 

Second, let us examine whether outer aspect indeed encodes actual or 
real-world boundaries of events, as is often assumed. This assumption is also 
false. To see why consider sentences in (6): 

(6)  a.  Peter ate an apple. ⇒  Peter ate the entire apple.  telic 
 b.  Peter was eating an apple. -/⇒2 Peter ate the entire apple. 
         unbounded 
 
 Because the sentence in (6a) encodes a telic event, it entails completion. 
Thus, if it is true that Peter ate an apple, then it is also true that he ate that entire 
apple. Although the sentence in (6b) minimally diverges from the sentence in 
(6a), i.e., only by the morpheme -ing, it does not entail completion. This 
phenomenon whereby an unbounded progressive event does not entail 
completion even if it is underlyingly telic is known as the Imperfective paradox. 
This paradox arises, since -ing occupying the outer AspP overrides the telic 
value supplied by the inner AspP (Tenny 1992).    
 The fact that an unbounded progressive event as in (6b) does not entail 
completion does not imply that it cannot be used to describe parts of a 
completed event. Thus, if a speaker wants to emphasise durative nature of the 
eating event, he/she may choose to use (6b), even if in reality Peter ate the entire 
apple. Recognizing this fact, Parson (1990) maintains that progressive aspect 
simply encodes “the while story” and is silent about whether the ongoing event 
it encodes was completed or not in the real world. If so, one cannot claim that 
progressive and, by extension, outer aspect correlates with real-world 
boundaries of events. Consequently, the assumption that outer aspect encodes 
actual boundaries of events must be abandoned. 

But if outer aspect does not encode actual boundaries of events than what 
does it encode? As has been demonstrated above, progressive aspect specifies 
the fact that the event is unbounded in time, i.e., it does not contain a final 
boundary in its temporal structure. Since progressive is standardly equated with 
outer aspect, we can conclude that outer aspect encodes unboundedness of 
                                                           
2 This symbol stands for “does not entail”. 
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events. To put it differently, in English, verbal predicates that contain in their 
morphosyntactic structure an outer AspP filled by the progressive suffix -ing are 
interpreted as unbounded in time, i.e., as lacking a final boundary in their 
temporal structure.  

The question remains: apart from encoding unboundedness, does outer 
aspect also encodes boundedness of events, as claimed by Depraetere (1995) 
and Slabakova (2001)? As we will establish in the next section, the answer to 
this question is no. Let us examine why.  

 
3. Arguments against syntactically bounded events  
 
Depraetere (1995) and Slabakova (2001) labels events that have a final 
boundary in the real world as bounded. They argue that boundedness is encoded 
by outer aspect. In what follows, I will argue that boundedness is not a syntactic 
notion. I will show that no evidence exists that would support the claim that 
outer aspect encodes boundedness.  

3.1. Bounded telic events 

Let us begin our investigation of bounded events by considering what 
Depraetere (1995) and Slabakova (2001) classify as bounded telic predicates:3 
 
(7)  a.  John opened the parcel.  bounded telic 
 b.  I ate three apples.   bounded telic 
 c.  The petrol leaked out of the tank. bounded telic 
 d.  The firecrackers exploded.  bounded telic 
 

Note that all events in (7) are telic. Due to their telicity, they contain a final 
boundary in their temporal structure, as demonstrated in (8):  

 
(8)  The temporal schema of I ate three apples: 
 
             three apples are not          threee apples are eaten      
            eaten (comepletely)          (completely) 
 
                  

             eating event               end-point = a point at which three apples  
 BECOME eaten (completely) 

 
This inherent boundary measures out or delimits the event in (7) in time. 

We do not need to evoke the [+bounded] feature to explain “boundedness” of 
events in (7). In fact, there is no evidence that these events contain an outer 
AspP. Their bounded interpretation results from their telic nature rather than 
from the presence of an outer AspP in their morphosyntactic structure.  
Hence, as far as telic predicates are concerned, the term bounded can be used 
simply to distinguish verbal predicates that entail completion from the verbal 

                                                           
3 All examples in (7) are from Depraetere (1995). 
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predicates that do not, i.e., to distinguish simple tense accomplishments from 
progressive accomplishments. Importantly, bounded telic predicates do not 
contain an outer AspP filled by the [+bounded] feature in their morphosyntactic 
structure, contra Slabakova (2001). To put it differently, simple 
accomplishments only contain an inner AspP, but no outer AspP.  
 
3.2. Bounded atelic events 
 
Unlike bounded telic events, bounded atelic events are by far more interesting, 
given that their boundedness cannot be explained by the existence of an inherent 
boundary in their temporal structure. This section is dedicated to these events. 
 
3.2.1. Tense as delimiter 
 
According to Slabakova (2001), past activities, as in (9), represent bounded 
atelic events:  

(9)  a.  Susan ate sandwiches.  bounded, atelic 
 b.  Peter walked.    bounded, atelic 
 

Note that, unlike telic events, atelic events (i.e., states and activities) do 
not contain a final boundary in their temporal structure. As such, they receive an 
unlimited in time interpretation. This is well observable in the future. 

 
(10)   a.  Susan will eat an apple.   telic 
     b.  Susan will eat sandwiches.  atelic 
 
 Thus, from (10a) we know that the eating event will end as soon as an 
apple is (completely) eaten. This is because the event in (10a) is telic. In 
contrast, the atelic event in (10b) does not specify when the eating event will 
end. This event may go on indefinitely, at least hypothetically. In other words, 
the atelic event in (10b) is not delimited in time. These data clearly show that 
atelic events, when in the future, are not bounded. 
 This is not so in the case of past atelic events in (9). These events can be 
interpreted as bounded or delimited in time. Thus, from hearing the sentence in 
(9a), we can conclude that the event of Susan’s eating sandwiches was 
terminated by the speech time. Likewise, from (9b) we can assume that Peter no 
longer walks at the speech time.  
 But is it really true that the past atelic events are necessarily interpreted as 
terminated by the speech time, as we would expect if boundedness of these 
events was encoded syntactically, by an outer AspP? Or can we interpret these 
events as continuing into the present?  
 Consider once more the sentences in (9). These sentences are compatible 
with the real world scenarios whereby the events that they encode continue into 
the present. Thus, if Susan ate sandwiches 10 minutes ago, it may be true that 
she is still eating them now. Or if Peter walked 15 minutes ago, it may be true 
that he is still walking now. Given this alternative unbounded reading of past 
atelic events, we cannot consider their bounded reading to be encoded by 
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syntax. But, if outer aspect does not give rise to a bounded reading of past atelic 
predicates, then what does? The answer to this question is the past tense.  
 It is standardly assumed that tense locates an event in time (Comrie 1985, 
Hornstein 1990). From this perspective, the past tense places the event time 
(ET), i.e., the time during which the event occurred, prior to the speech time 
(ST) along the time axis, as shown in (11).  
 
(11)  The temporal schema of Susan ate sandwiches: 
 
              
                  
                  eating event               ST 
 
 Although the ST does not mark the exact end-point of an atelic event, it 
can, in principle, delimit this event in time, by serving as a reference-point prior 
which the event terminated. In this case, we receive a bounded reading of the 
event. Importantly, the ST does not need to delimit a given atelic event. We can 
have a scenario whereby the ET overlaps with the ST, in which case we would 
receive an unbounded reading of the event. 
 Paying justice to Slabakova (2001), however, note that even though past 
atelic events allow for an unbounded reading, listeners tend to interpret them as 
terminated by the speech time. In fact, this is a default reading of past atelic 
events. This is because, obeying conversational maxims, listeners assume that if 
a speaker uses a past time form of the verb then he/she wants to convey an event 
terminated by the speech time, otherwise he/she would use the present tense 
form of the verb or explicitly specify continuation of the event encoded by the 
verb. In other words, listeners assume that the entire event is located prior to the 
speech time.  
 The claim that in the case of past tense atelic predicates it is the TP 
associated with [+past] rather than the outer AspP associated with [+bounded] 
that delimits the event is also supported by the fact that atelic events can acquire 
a delimited interpretation only in the past, but not in the future. Thus, if the 
atelic event in (9a) contained an outer AspP associated with the [+bounded] 
feature, then aspectually equivalent event in (10b) would also be able to receive 
a bounded interpretation. Yet, this prediction is not borne out.  
 In short, because the ST can function as a delimiter of atelic events, these 
events can be interpreted as delimited in time only when they occur prior to the 
ST. Crucially, boundedness of atelic events is not encoded by an aspectual 
projection, but rather results form a particular interaction between the event 
structure and tense, specifically the past tense. 
 
3.2.2. Durative adverbials as delimiters 
 
As we have seen in the previous section, atelic predicates are standardly 
interpreted as unlimited in time, unless in the past tense. However, they receive 
a delimited interpretation, when appearing with durative adverbials of for X-time 
type or of from X-time to Y-time types, as demonstrated in (12): 
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(12)  a.  Susan will eat sandwiches for 15 minutes.  bounded, atelic 
 b.  Peter will walk from 11:00 until 11:30.4  bounded, atelic 
 
 Thus, unlike the atelic event in (10b), its equivalent in (11a) specifies 
that the eating event will end as soon as the period of 15 minutes is over.  
Likewise, the event encoded by (11b) cannot continue past 11:30. In short, both 
sentences in (12) encode bounded atelic events.  

Because without durative adverbials the sentences in (12) would encode 
simply atelic events, we can conclude that durative adverbials can endow atelic 
events with a bounded reading, by providing them with a final boundary.  

Hence, we have established that durative adverbials can modify the 
aspectual value of events. The question that I would like to address next is 
whether these adverbials, just like other aspectual markers, occupy an AspP, 
inner or outer. Let us start with inner aspect. Can it be that durative adverbials 
occupy an inner AspP? The answer to this question is no, since if they did they 
would not be able to modify telic predicates, as these predicates already have 
their inner AspP filled. Yet, as can be seen from (13b), durative adverbials can 
modify telic predicates, yielding bounded telic events: 

 
(13)  a. Peter ate the apple.    telic 
 b.  Peter ate the apple for 5 minutes.  bounded telic 
 
 Interestingly, unlike the telic event in (13a), the bounded telic event in 
(13b) does not entail completion. Thus, if (13a) is true then it is also true that 
Peter ate the entire apple. In contrast, even if (13b) is true, it may still be true 
that Peter did not eat the whole apple. Hence, even though both telic and 
bounded telic events are delimited in time, only telic events entail completion. 
Durative adverbials, thus, must occupy a position higher than the inner AspP, as 
they can “cut off” the final boundary of an underlyingly telic event.  
 Can it be that they occupy the outer AspP? The answer to this question is 
also no. This is because durative adverbial can modify unbounded events – 
events that already have their outer AspP filled by the suffix -ing, as 
demonstrated in (14): 
 
(14)  Peter was eating the apple for 5 minutes.     ???bounded/unbounded telic 
 
 Curiously, the data in (14) demonstrate that we should not call the events 
modified by durative adverbials as bounded, if boundedness is taken to be the 
opposite of unboundedness.  It would be impossible to classify the event in (14) 
using this notion. Would it be a bounded or unbounded event? Perhaps, it is 
better to call the resulting event a delimited unbounded event.   
 Putting the issue of terminology aside, what is important to our 
investigation is that, although durative adverbials delimit events in time, they 
occupy neither an inner nor outer AspP.  

                                                           
4  Note that in order to obtain a delimited interpretation it is enough to provide only the 
final boundary of the event as in Peter will walk in the garden until 11:30. 
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 To recap, in this section we have investigated events that are often 
classified as bounded atelic. As we have established, there are two types of 
elements that can delimit underlyingly atelic events: past tense and durative 
adverbials. Importantly, neither of these elements occupies a syntactic 
projection that encodes aspect. This conclusion implies that, even when 
“bounded”, atelic events do not contain an outer AspP. In other words, we have 
established that under no circumstances do simple activities contain an outer 
AspP.  

 
 4. Conclusion  
 
In this paper, we have examined events that receive a delimited interpretation in 
the real world. Our investigation has brought us to the conclusion that so-called 
bounded interpretation of telic and atelic events is not a manifestation of the 
[+bounded] feature that occupies the outer aspect projection, contra Slabakova 
(2001). Since no evidence can be found for the existence of a morpho-syntactic 
[+bounded] feature associated with the outer aspect projection, we should 
conclude that there is no such a feature, just as there is no [-telic] feature. This 
means that both simple activities and simple accomplishments lack an outer 
AspP filled by [+bounded], as shown in (15) and (16) respectively.  
 
(15) Bounded atelic events: SIMPLE ACTIVITIES, e.g., run, write letters, eat 

soup  
                     TP   
              3 
                              vP 
                       3 
                                        VP                                                 

    
(16) Bounded telic events: SIMPLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, e.g., run a mile,             

write the letters, eat the sandwich  
                     
                     TP   
              3 
                              vP 
                       3 
                                     AspP   →  telic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
                           [telic] 
 
 Moreover, since there is no [+bounded] feature, the outer aspect 
projection of unbounded activities and unbounded accomplishments is filled by 
the univalent [unbounded] feature, as shown in (17) and (18). 
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(17) Unbounded atelic events: PROGRESSIVE ACTIVITIES, e.g., running, 
writing letters, eating soup 

TP 
    3 
                 AspP  →  unbounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
 [unbounded]   3 
     -ing                            VP    
 
 
(18) Unbounded telic events: PROGRESSIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, e.g., 

running a mile, writing the letters, eating the 
sandwich  

TP 
    3 
                 AspP  →  unbounded 
              3 
         Asp               vP 
[unbounded]    3 
      -ing                         AspP   →  telic  
                                 3             

   Asp              VP 
 [telic] 

 
 Hence, unboundedness, but not boundedness is a syntactic notion in that 
all predicates that contain an outer AspP are interpreted as unbounded in time. 
Still, an unbounded event may be interpreted as delimited in time when it occurs 
with a durative adverbial or in the past tense. This is not problematic, since 
outer aspect does not encode actual or real-world boundaries of events. It may 
well be that what came to be known as boundedness correlates with real-world 
boundaries of events, although this claim requires further investigation.  
 What is important for the present investigation is that boundedness is not 
a syntactic, but rather a semantic or even pragmatic notion and is not encoded 
by an outer AspP. For this reason, it would be more accurate to refer to 
“bounded” events as events delimited in time, so not to confuse the syntactic 
notion of unboundedness with a semantic notion of delimitedness. 
 Overall, while the inner AspP encodes “positive” aspectual information 
about an event, i.e., telicity which indicates that the event contains a temporal 
boundary, the outer AspP encodes “negative” aspectual information about an 
event, i.e., unboundedness which indicates that the event lacks a temporal 
boundary. Since the outer AspP is hierarchically more prominent, it can override 
the aspectual value supplied by the inner AspP, giving rise to the Imperfective 
Paradox. Apart from the inner and outer AspPs, there may be other syntactic, 
semantic or pragmatic information that can delimit an event in time. The 
obtained aspectuality, however, is not syntactic in nature, as it is not encoded by 
an inner or outer AspP.  
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